
 James Madison; The Founders’ Constitution
 Volume 2, Article 1, Section 2, Clause 2.  (1789)

"It is an established maxim that birth is a criterion
of allegiance. Birth however derives its force
sometimes from place and sometimes from parent-
age, -but in general, place is the most certain
criterion.  It is what applies in the united States; it
will therefore be unnecessary to investigate any
other.”
 So "It is an established maxim...”  Established
by what?  The Revolution?  -or the British?   By
Natural Rights-embracing Americans?  -or by
Royal Rights-embracing Englishmen?
[Before responding further, I should point out the
date of that statement. It was written as Madison
was serving in the first House of Representatives,
-not as President.
 From Wikipedia: “Like most of his contempo-
raries, Madison changed his political views during
his life. During the drafting and ratification of the
constitution, he favored a strong national govern-
ment, though later he grew to favor stronger state
governments, before settling between the two
extremes late in his life.  As president (1809–17)
he led the nation into the War of 1812.
 He found the war to be an administrative night-
mare, as the United States had neither a strong
army nor financial system; as a result, he afterward
supported a stronger national government and a
strong military, as well as the national bank, which
he had long opposed.
 Like other Virginia statesmen in the slave soci-
ety, he was a slaveholder who inherited his planta-
tion known as Montpelier, and owned hundreds of
slaves during his lifetime.”

Clearly, he was a man of conflicted contradictions.
As such, his view of citizenship was one thing
while serving his own jus soli state, and quite
another when later serving as President of all
States.  As President he saw a bigger picture than
just that of British common law traditions that
continued on in Virginia and some other states.

 [Just consider the example of Barack Obama
and his 180 degree reversals of view after being
elected President.  Some of his statements as
Senator were the diametric opposite of his views
and actions as President.  I contend that a similar
change happened with Madison’s understanding
of citizenship.]
 And what does “allegiance” even mean in the
new American paradigm in which there is no King
or government to which it is owed?  Answer: it is
owed instead to the Constitution.

  “Birth however derives its force sometimes from
place and sometimes from parentage,”

 Exactly what “force” does birth have?  Reason
would say perhaps that allegiance derives its
strength from from birth place or parentage, but
“birth” is obviously the wrong word.
   “but in general, place is the most certain criterion;
[for allegiance].
 What about the circumstance in which it is not
“the most certain” “in general”?  And what does
“the most certain criterion” even mean?
Answer: The most certain to produce allegiance,
(one must assume), and yet how could he or
anyone else make such an assumption when
essentially everybody that everybody knew (98%
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or so of the population) was born in America and
born of Americans?
 So how on earth could anyone possibly differ-
entiate between the two influences, -assuming
birth place even had an influence, -since it would
be dependent on being raised in the land where
one was born?
 If one was not, -or if one was born on the Moon
or the Space Station or on an ocean or in Antarc-
tica,   -Or born on one of the 18,000 islands of
Indonesia?  -Or born in one land and shortly after
removed to another where one grew up? How
would place of birth have any influence then?

 Clearly, “in general” is neither very exact nor
universal in its application.  Nor was place-of-birth
a greater force at establishing a bond of devotion
and loyalty to a homeland than were the father and
mother who taught their children to revere the
history of their forefathers and their great struggle
and sacrifice, -their great risks and suffering to
secure a future nation founded on principles of
Liberty and Natural Rights.
 How on earth could the most influential people
in one’s life be seen as less of an influence than
an imaginary attachment to soil?  Answer: per-
haps if one had lousy parents.  A mean drunken
father and bitter mother…  -Only then would “the
motherland” or “fatherland” or homeland become
a substitute for a sense of belonging, -for parental
love, support, and a moral compass in life.

 Which is preferable; the moral & spiritual val-
ues and priorities that you, a parent, instill in your
children, -or an undiscriminating devotion to and
nationalistic feelings toward their “homeland”?
Which one is on the higher plane?
So…. as for an endorsement of Allegiance…Sure!
But birth-place as the first and foremost influence

in one’s life?  Not so much, -rather it is always and
only meant to be at best the secondary influence
in one’s life and one’s sentiments.  American
parents were the first since they instilled in their
children a respect for American values, -not for
American soil.
 It is not the soil that binds us together in peace
and War, it is what America stands for.  Confeder-
ate soldiers were not bound to each other by
devotion to southern land, but to Southern values.
Otherwise you find the behavior of the Imperial
Japanese soldiers and Nazi soldiers as an accept-
able allegiance template since they were both
highly devoted to their homeland, -but without a
civilized moral compass.
 Moral values must be instilled first, national
loyalty comes second, -with obedience third.
Without the first you will have the third lacking any
discrimination.  We saw that at My Lai, Vietnam.
Devotion to orders must be legitimized by devotion
to values, then when values and lawfulness are
preeminent, unlawful orders will not be carried out.

 The Nazis, during the Nuremberg trials, stated
they were simply carrying out orders and so the
responsibility for what they did was not theirs.  The
free world did not swallow that excuse since
everyone is ultimately responsible for their own
irresponsible and immoral behavior.  They paid
the price for criminally following orders, including
by hanging.  But they showed a very high degree
of allegiance to Adolph Hitler and his orders.  Not
so much to German law and constitutional civil
and human rights protections.

 But what is lacking in that Madison paragraph
is any original context.  I acquired the quote sec-
ond-hand. Was he simply talking about allegiance,
or something else?  If he was talking about citizen-



ship, as some seem to assume, then why would
he not say so by using that word?  Who ever
conflates the word “allegiance” with the word
“citizenship”?  Sure, they are related, but most
things are related in some way.  That does not
give cause to use non-synonymous terms inter-
changeably.  Bear in mind that one can be a
citizen as well as a traitor, -just as one can be loyal
and devoted to their adopted country and not be a
citizen yet.
 “-it is what applies in the united States;”
According to what demographic study?  According
to what investigative authoritative work?  Accord-
ing to what compendium of State Constitutions &
Laws?  According to what personal knowledge?
According to “British common law”?, -or merely
the common law of the commonwealth of Virginia?

 Would Madison not have had a skewed view
by being raised as a Virginian since Virginia
allowed jus soli “son of the soil” citizenship?
 Where are the facts and records and recount-
ings to prove any claim other than that some
states allowed jus soli native-birth citizenship for
their immigrant's native-born children? That’s not
proof that they all did.
 If they do exist, why has no one ever referred
to them?
 It’s easy to say what he said but impossible to
prove, -especially when the only land that folks
were intimately familiar with was the one where
they grew up, -their home State –which leaves out
all of the other States with their own Constitutions.

  “it will therefore be unnecessary to investigate
any other.” Investigate what?  The source of alle-
giance or the source of citizenship?  No clue.
Understand two things; 1. Allegiance is not citizen-
ship and citizenship is not allegiance.

2. The Madison quote is just an expression of his
impression as a Virginian.  His State gave (and no
doubt had given before the revolution) colony/
State membership to children of immigrants.
 No one has yet shown that such legal citizen-
ship was actually the sole or dominate pattern or
law in all or most of the States.  To be that, the
majority of citizens would have to have been born
to immigrants, -not Americans, since nearly all
Americans were not citizens by law but by inheri-
tance, -neither born as foreigners nor born of
foreigners.
 It is asserted, and long has been, that native-
birth citizenship was the tradition in America, but
where is such a claim supported by the Constitu-
tions of the original States which were no longer
under the imperative to follow British tradition?

 Maybe some day I’ll come across a compendi-
um of State Constitutions’ citizenship clauses.  So
far, the ones I’ve investigated only state the condi-
tions that produce citizenship, -not any principles.
 The only basis of citizenship that can be
“proven” is that in which birth to citizens takes
place outside of the national borders.  Only then is
place of birth separated from parentage and a
blood relationship.  Yet even in that circumstance,
the statutes are mum as to the principle of citizen-
ship that is applied.  But they are very clear that it
is automatic by statute if a blood connection to a
citizen parent is incontestable.

 But when both parents of a foreign-born child
are Americans, citizenship is automatic without
the need of any statute because they are citizens
by blood, -American by nature, -as in political
nature.  All the law does is support that fact.

~     ~     ~



A system of the laws of the state of Connecticut;
-in six books, Volumes 1-2, pg. 163,167 (1795) ~

Zephaniah Swift:   [with emphasis added]

 “It is an established maxim, received by all
political writers, that every person owes a natural
allegiance to the government of that country in
which he is born. Allegiance is defined to be a tie
that binds the subject to the state, and in conse-
quence of his obedience, he is entitled to protec-
tion… The children of aliens, born in this state, are
considered as natural born subjects, and have the
same rights with the rest of the citizens.”

 It was an established maxim of all fully indoc-
trinated British-educated elites of upper-class
society that everyone owes a “natural allegiance”
to… the government?  Not to “The People” and
the Constitution???
 And then he dares to quote the anti-American
policy of the royal dictator? Obedience reaps the
reward of protection?  “Entitled to protection”?
And who is their protector?
 Aside from local law enforcement officers in
urban areas, they are their own protectors as free
citizens shouldering the common responsibility for
personal and national self-defense.  That is why
they possess firearms, -unlike the conquered and
subjugated subjects of royal dictators.

 How clueless can one, or a generation, be??
With that mind-set he was unable to avoid slipping
back into the use of the word “subject” when
referring to freemen of America.  One could logi-
cally suspect that he was the kind of man whose
bias was more toward authority and security than
it was toward autonomy and Liberty.
 “The children of aliens, born in this state, are
considered as natural born subjects,..”.  He was
employing naturalization statute language (are

“considered as natural born citizens” (“subjects”)
but that language only appeared in the first natu-
ralization statute and referred only to foreign-born
children of American citizens, -not native-born
children of foreign subjects.

 He was attempting to cloth them with the invis-
ible clothes of the naked emperor, by which the
American fiction of law of citizenship equality
would cover their natural foreignness.

 And his assertion would have been totally
innocuous were it not for the fact that it held
serious implications for national security since he
was deliberately attempting to change the mean-
ing of the words of the Constitution so that alien-
fathered but U.S. born sons could be eligible in life
to be the President of the United States.  There is
no purpose on Earth to invoke the language of the
presidential eligibility clause other than to support
or alter its meaning which referred only to Ameri-
can-fathered citizens.

 It was not an evil thing to attempt to define or
redefine what those three words mean, especially
if he honestly believed what he said, because he
knew that all American sons who were born and
raised in America were undoubtedly equally patri-
otic, -as we see in the examples of Marco Rubio
and Ted Cruz, -Nicky Halley, Rick Santorum and
others whose fathers were not yet Americans
when they were born.   Perhaps he knew and
supported such a potential future leader, or per-
haps he was simply ignorant about Natural Law.

 “and have the same rights with the rest of the
citizens.”  That alludes to the American doctrine of
citizenship equality.  By its legal fiction, all Ameri-
cans are equal regardless of the origin of their
citizenship.  They are all natural citizens, -either by
birth or by our doctrine of equality.  Some are



natural citizens by the legal fiction of natural-iza-
tion (those born of aliens or born as naturalized-at-
birth citizens, -maybe three percent of births) while
the rest are born as actual natural citizens, i.e.,
citizen-born citizens.

Cuban Constitution: Chapter II. CITIZENSHIP

Article 28:  Cuban citizens are;.. e) foreigners who,
by virtue of their exceptional merits won in the
struggles for Cuba’s liberation, are considered
Cuban citizens by birth.
[That is a clear example of the same legal fiction.]

~     ~     ~
 A quote from a non-American monarchist
view:  “This claim of the commonwealth [the for-
mer colony] to the allegiance of all persons born
within its territories, may subject some persons
who, adhering to their former sovereign and resid-
ing within his dominions [-having emigrated to
England with their parents, -with “former” referring
to the cancellation of allegiance due to the Decla-
ration of Independence], are recognized by him as
his subjects, to great inconvenience, especially in
time of war, when two opposing sovereigns [both
the U.S. and Britain] may claim their allegiance.
But the inconvenience cannot alter the law of the
land . If they return to the country of their birth,
[America] they will be protected as subjects.”
Ainslie v. Martin, 9 Mass. 454, 456, 457 (1813). ~
 His use of the word “subjects” is disgusting.

  “And if, at common law, all human beings born
within the ligeance of the King, and under the
King’s obedience, were natural-born subjects, and
not aliens, I do not perceive why this doctrine does
not apply to these united States, in all cases in
which there is no express constitutional or statute
declaration to the contrary. . .” “As the President is

required to be a native citizen of the United
States…. Natives are all persons born within the
jurisdiction and [under the] allegiance of the Unit-
ed States.”
James Kent, COMMENTARIES ON AMERICAN
LAW Page 258 (1826)
 “within and under” = within the dominion and
under obedience to the King.  All such persons so
born are labeled “natural-born subjects” by the
author, but without the slightest explanation as to
why they were not simply labeled: “subjects, -and
not aliens”  I offer an explanation further on.
 “I do not perceive why this doctrine does not
apply to these united States,”.  His lack of percep-
tion does not validate his presumption.
 Ignorance of the truth does not turn mis-
conceptions into reality.

 “in all cases in which there is no express
constitutional or statute declaration to the con-
trary. . .”      So… if there is no statute declaring
that children do not belong to the State then one
can presume that they do?
 Natural Law does not need to be stated for
those whose minds are not thoroughly indoctrinat-
ed with the King’s system of human ownership.

 By Natural Law, the parents own their children
and pass on to them their membership in all that
they are a part of, including their species, race,
family, guild and nation.
 Allegiance is not synonymous with obedience
even though obedience is inseparable from alle-
giance.  The opposite is not true.  Obedience is
separable from allegiance because one can obey
out of fear rather than loyalty.

 Allegiance is something that only normally
attaches to a sovereign, -and it should never be



related to a government representing an entire
nation and not just the ruler or ruling council.  Its
only typical connection is to a monarch, dictator or
clan or tribal chief.  It is almost always personal
because it is devotion sworn personally via a
solemn oath of obedience and fidelity to one’s new
lord.  Consider the example of the Knights of The
Round Table swearing allegiance to King Arthur.
 It’s true that allegiance can be felt toward a
group, -like a Sacred Order, such as was the case
of The Knights Templar, or the Spartans and other
special military units, but such examples are the
exception, not the rule.  The rule is that allegiance
is direct and personal.
 That is what the Nazis realized and why they
forced all members of the German military and
government machinery to swear an oath of alle-
giance personally to Adolph Hitler, -not the Ger-
man nation or Constitution.  They were thereby
bound by honor to obedience to all orders (lawful
or not).
 But the governments of democratic republics
are not dictators, kings nor sovereigns.  They are
the servants of the The People.  The People are
the sovereigns.
“Natives are all persons born within the jurisdiction
and allegiance of the United States.”  Laziness
causes our minds to just skip over the “AND…
allegiance” part of that statement.  But let’s re-
order the two requirements with “allegiance”
replaced with language that is equivalent, namely;
“subject to the national legal & political authority”.

 “Natives are all persons born both subject to
the national legal & political authority of the United
States and within its territory.”
If “and allegiance” is omitted from the original
quote, as most are prone to do in their thinking,
then the resulting logic is this:  “General” George

Armstrong Custer, during his campaign against
the Sioux Nation, is accompanied by his pregnant
wife who delivers George Jr. within Sioux territory.
Her son is therefore a native of the Sioux Nation
and thus eligible to one day be its Chief.  He is
viewed as no different from and as equal to Sioux-
born natives regardless of his parentage and
upbringing.
 Clearly, the “and allegiance” addition to the
statement is a gigantic AND! of major significance.

Warning: Beware of the things you are about to
read.  They are 100% wrong, even though offered
by respected authorities.

  St. George Tucker,
BLACKSTONE’S COMMENTARIES (1803)

“That provision in the constitution which requires
that the president shall be a native-born citizen
(unless he were a citizen of the United States
when the constitution was adopted) is a happy
means of security against foreign influence,…A
very respectable political writer makes the follow-
ing pertinent remarks upon this subject. “Prior to
the adoption of the constitution, the people inhab-
iting the different states might be divided into two
classes: natural born citizens, -or those born with-
in the state, and aliens, -or such as were born out
of it.”   [underlining added]
Well!  That seems to settle the issue and end all
debate.  And it might if it were not totally incorrect.
Understand first that it contains no substantiation
for its claims.  It’s lame logic assumes that all
American children born outside of U.S. boundaries
are “aliens” having no right to membership in their
own parents’ nation, -as if the foreign government
or king owns them and not their parents, -as if they
were not born into automatic national membership



by Natural Law.  Natural Law?  What’s that?  (If
you don’t understand something, why acknowl-
edge its existence?)  Aliens aren’t those born of
aliens?  They’re only those born outside State
borders?
 Notice the statement of the “very respectable
political writer” comes couched in this speculative
language: “...inhabiting the different states might
be divided into two classes:”.   “Might be” also
means might not be, -and in fact should not be.

 His statement also means that all U.S. born
children of foreign representatives and tourists
and illegal entrants and Visa over-stayers, and
free & sovereign indigenous natives are automati-
cally American CITIZENS and not aliens like their
parents.  As well as meaning that native-birth
alone is “a happy means of security against for-
eign influence” even though it absolutely is not.

 Where is any mention of those born on U.S.
soil but taken back to the parent’s homeland and
raised there as loyal subjects of a hostile monarch
or ideology?
 They would be filled with “foreign influence”
(likewise if raised in the States by those unwilling
to abandon loyalty to their life-long king, -or
Wahabiist Islamic fundamentalist dogma).  How is
this not all very obvious with just a little bit of
contemplation?
 Evidently, contemplation was missing before
the pen was put to paper. Impressions alone were
relied on, -as they are for most things not of an
official legal nature.
 Second, understand that the human mind
often does not focus on minute details and thus
makes simple but sweeping assumptions based
on observations not of the specific but of the
general. *

 Those assumptions will inherently be prone to
error.  Example; what word is this: “minute”?
Does it mean a measure of time?  Or a measure
of size?  I just used it above as a measure of size,
but we are not programmed to think of that usage
first.  That is because of familiarity.  We are far
more familiar with its use as a measure of time,
and so that is what comes to mind.
 The same tendency is behind the Tucker
statement.  It adopts the general, -nonspecific
assumption and viewpoint about the people one
knows but then states the general rule as if it were
an all-inclusive universal rule, -which it definitely is
not.  That results in incorrect and illogical semi-
official statements of rules, truths, facts, conclu-
sions which are then swallowed by students and
apprentices seeking knowledge about a subject.

* “Analytical, organizational, logistical, and
mathematical thinking produce very few emotions.
That is why accountants, technical professionals,
and mathematicians seem to be so emotionally
flat. That also partially explains why so many
doctors have almost no bedside manner.
 Conversely, creative, poetic, descriptive, and
interpersonal thinking produces many emotions.
People like actors, writers, musicians, and artists
frequently have enough emotions for a family of
four all by themselves.
 There are gender and brain physiology
dynamics to politics just like most experiences.
Most of you are probably aware that the right brain
and the left brain process information differently
and perform different functions. The left brain is a
computer. The right brain is an emotional chemical
factory.
 As a mostly accurate broad stereotype, liber-
als and women are right brain dominant, men and
conservatives are left brain dominant. Right brain



dominant people are feelers and look for the big
picture. Left brain dominant people are thinkers
and look for the details.”

A Psychological Explanation for the Appeal of
Obama  -by Sam Sewell

 It seemed that those “born within the State”
were all Americans who were born in America,
-with an occasional child of immigrants here &
there.  The children of immigrants did not come to
mind (partly because children were not thought of
like adult males were thought of, -they were more
like property, appendages, -especially if one had
a lot of them, and preferred them to be seen but
not heard).
 So in one’s everyday view in the late 1700s,
one sees almost only Americans, -with some
immigrants here & there (except in a few major
icapital cities).  From that perspective it is natural
to assume that the Americans are those who were
born in America (because the people one knew all
were born in America) -and not even have the
thought enter the mind that the reason that they
are Americans is because they are the natural
issue of Americans and inherited their national
membership.
 No consciousness of Natural Law shines a
single ray of light into such pedestrian thinking,
and thus a rather obvious and elementary logic
error occurs.  The Fallacy of the Consequent.  A
good example is that of the rooster who crows
before dawn with the assumption that his crowing
is what makes the sun rise.
   By early morning hours he is ready for a new
day and so he brings one about.  Well… one thing
does not follow the other even though they are
seemingly connected.  It’s the same with native
birth.

 That logic error would not exist if half of the
nation was born somewhere else.  Consider the
plight of refugees, such as the Kuwaitis or Pales-
tinians.  They lived in exile for years or decades,
and children were born to them.  Were their chil-
dren aliens to their parents (or the Kuwaiti govern-
ment in exile) because they were not born on the
soil of their previous homeland?
 In general, the Lebanese government has
never recognized the Palestinian refugee popula-
tion as Lebanese even though the number of their
native-born is in the hundreds of thousands.  60%
of Jordan-born refugee children are still not
allowed Jordanian citizenship.
 Reality dispels superficial conceptions by
revealing the underlying principle of membership.
All natural membership is via blood.  That’s the
universal law of all species and most nations.
 No natural principle is involved when the arbi-
trary factor of birth location is involved in group
membership.  Only humans are capable of such
thinking.  Some animal species live in inherited or
acquired territory, but it does not produce any
natural connection between them.  Only a blood
connection makes one a member of their parents’
group.
 Finally, let’s not overlook the most absurd
error of all; “the Constitution… requires that the
president shall be a native-born citizen.”
 Quote: U.S. Constitution Article II, Sec. I; “No
person except a NATURAL born citizen shall be
eligible to the office of the President;…”
 Either he ignorantly did not know the accurate
wording of the Constitution or he ignorantly
assumed that it was perfectly alright to substitute
an alternate word under the assumption of it being
synonymous.  Well, other than the Bible, there’s
no document for which one is more prohibited



from substituting alternate words.  Especially ones
that are not synonymous.
 If the framers of the Constitution had meant to
say “native-born” then they would have done so,
but they did not because native birth has nothing
to do with natural citizenship, -which is based on
the principle of natural membership, -not on a
legal policy that happens to be viewed as
“traditional” in the minds of some, -even though
not natural.  If one can make an error of that
magnitude, what error can’t they make?

 When seeking to make one’s way through the
territory of such historical proclamations, don’t
forget to activate your Truth-O-Meter or you will
end up misdirected and arrive at the wrong
destination.

~    ~    ~
“Two things usually concur to create citizenship:
first, birth locally within the dominions of the
sovereign, and secondly, birth within the protec-
tion and obedience, or, in other words, within the
allegiance of the sovereign…” [either by native-
birth, or… by inherited subjection]
 Citizenship does not occur “within the domin-
ions of the sovereign” because sovereigns that
have dominion are monarchs or dictators who
have no citizens.  They have only subjects.
 “Protection”, “obedience”, “allegiance”. In
other words, it’s all about the sovereign and not
much else.  The Divine Right of Kings is all that
dominates, and the unalienable Rights of Man are
not considered.  One’s child belongs to the English
king if born on his soil, instead of to the foreign
king of his foreign parents who are subjects for life.

 So the parents are natural subjects of one king
but the baby they brought into the world is the
property of another?  What principle of Natural

Law does that follow?  Answer: None!  It is purely
arbitrary and self-serving control of others by the
force of royal martial power.   Natural membership
has nothing to do with such a policy of subjectship.

~Justice Story, concurring opinion,Inglis v. Sailors’
Snug Harbor, 3 Pet. 99, 155,164. (1830)

“That the father and mother of the demandant were
British born subjects is admitted. If he was born
before 4 July, 1776, [then] it is clear that he was
born a British subject. If he was born after 4 July,
1776, and before 15 September, 1776 [the date the
British occupied New York], he was born an
American citizen, whether his parents were at the
time of his birth British subjects or American
citizens. Nothing is better settled at the [BRITISH]
common law than the doctrine [NOT law] that the
children, -even of aliens, born in a country
[meaning England] while the parents are resident
there under the protection of the government and
‘owing a temporary allegiance thereto’ are subjects
by birth.”

 So... those men who sat as judges of the
supreme Court, -who had no experience whatso-
ever of the American Revolution and the outlook
of the founders, in their duty to rule on a man’s
citizenship, turned to the American law applicable
to the case, and uh-oh... -there was none!  Oh
well, no problem, just turn to the British system of
national membership (based on royal prerogative)
that the founders risked their very lives to over-
throw!
 Although made in ignorance, that was a horri-
ble, anti-American choice, -the equivalent of a dog
returning to its vomit.   His parentage meant noth-
ing in regard to American citizenship?  Born of
subjects of King George but an American citizen
in spite of his alien origins?



 “Nothing is better settled at the common law…”
But who’s common law?  That of the sovereign
States of the American union or that of his Royal
Majesty?
 The latter of course.  Were the Founding reb-
els willing to war against his rule but not against
his self-serving common law policy or “doctrine” of
human ownership by ROYAL RIGHT?

 So the subservient mind-set of the U.S. jurists
educated in BRITISH LAW was that the doctrine
concocted by British judges for the benefit of the
British Crown has to be followed in perpe-
tuity by the children of those who risked all to
overthrow him and his unnatural doctrines and
mandates?  Sure, that makes lots of sense.
 And speaking of sense, what sense does it
make to call him an “American citizen” if born after
the Declaration of Independence when there was
no such thing as an American government or
nation?
 If by native-birth he was American-born, still
he could not be a citizen of a nation that did not yet
exist.  He was either a citizen solely of his own
sovereign independent nation-State or a subject of
England.
 “We, therefore, the Representatives of the unit-
ed States of America, in General Congress,
Assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the
world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the
Name, and by Authority of the good People of
these Colonies, solemnly publish and declare, That
these United Colonies are, and of Right ought to be
Free and Independent States; [NATIONS] that they
are Absolved from all Allegiance to the British
Crown, and that all political connection between
them and the State of Great Britain, is and ought to
be totally dissolved; and that as Free and Indepen-

dent States, they have full Power to levy War,
conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish
Commerce, and to do all other Acts and Things
which Independent States may of right do. And for
the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance
on the protection of divine Providence, we mutual-
ly pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes and
our sacred Honor.”
 The War of Independence was about the inde-
pendence of the individual 13 nations of America.
So he was or was not an American depending on
whether or not he was a citizen of the nation of
New York by the principle that determined nation-
ality during the revolution.
 And what was that principle?  It was one sim-
ple thing; the nationality of the children followed
the nationality of the father.
 If the fathered embraced the revolution, and
swore an oath of allegiance to it and to American
independence, then he was considered to be an
American and no longer a British subject (except
in the eyes of the British).
 If he resisted the revolution and remained loyal
and subservient to the British, then he was not an
American.  He was a British subject.
 The 13 colonies, by rebellion, became 13 inde-
pendent allied sovereign nations, but their citizens
were thereby in an unsettled nationality limbo
which would only be resolved by victory or defeat.
Americans forever or back to being British sub-
jects?  ~In the balance.

 After July 4th, 1776 the yoke of the British
doctrine of subjectship was cast off and tossed
overboard (mixing metaphors).  Then those who
wished to remain British were regarded as British
and invited to emigrate to Britain because they
were not welcome among the newly free American



people.  They and their children needed to be
among their own kind, -the British.  British fathers =
British children.  No British father could be father to
an American because no child could inherit a
nationality from his father when he did not possess
it.
 Here is how nationality played out in the real
world in the eyes of the founders: Two American
British subjects who were twin-brothers had sons
born on July 1, 1776.  One father was loyal to the
Crown and therefore, on and after July 4th his son
remained as a British subject.  But the son of the
twin brother who was loyal to the revolution became
an American on July 4th.  When the dust settled, it
all depended on the fathers and the outcome of the
war.
 July 4th potentially turned all British subject-
born children into Americans, but since there
remained many loyalists, it in fact did not do that.
Only children of neutral or revolution-embracing
American fathers switched nationality by automati-
cally following the switch of their fathers.  If a father
did not embrace or accept the switch, then his child
remained with the British nationality that the father
chose for the family.
 It was an unsettled and unsettling time as many
families were forced to choose sides.  Some of the
significant battles of the war were American against
American, -not British.
 So was the child in the 1830 case American or
British by the measurement of the times of the
founders, (-not by the measurement of the King’s
doctrine)?  It all depended on where his father’s
loyalties lay.
 To say that the issue of American citizenship
was “settled at common law” was totally ambiguous
since that failed to mention the minor fact of the
American Revolution and the end of the reign of the

king’s authority and common law jurisdiction over
matters as fundamental as the unalienable rights
of all people,  -in particular, the right to belong to
the group into which one was born by blood and
not merely location.  By British “common law”
-which the justices turned to, all Americans were
still British and thus subjects of his majesty and
the Church of England.

“~the doctrine that the children even of aliens…”
“Doctrine” is absolutely the correct word.  He
didn’t make the mistake of using the word
“principle” because no principle was involved.
Instead, it was a mandate gilded in a doctrine
rooted in the philosophy of the Divine Right of
Kings. The Americans tossed that doctrine &
philosophy overboard like the tea in Boston har-
bor.
“…children even of aliens … owing a temporary
allegiance thereto are subjects by birth.”
 Not really, -except in the sycophantic devotee
minds of British loyalists.  That statement con-
tains two possible errors of ambiguity.  One error
was stating that they were subjects by birth rath-
er than merely upon, at, or from birth.

 “By birth” they are subjects of their father’s
foreign monarch, but secondly, -they were in fact
British subjects by law [judicial (or common) law]
and not “by birth”. The subjectship of alien-fa-
thered native-born children was not via natural
inheritance. The common law was that their
native place-of-birth made them subjects.  Erase
that 1608 judicial opinion (doctrine) and they
would be solely aliens.

 That British judicial dictate (common law) was
imposed not just in Britain but also in America.
Clearly it was inculcated into the thinking of most



British-educated or English-law educated Ameri-
cans and became an embedded element of their
world view, even though it was passé and rejected
as un-American by the founders of the nation.
 As founders of a new and unique democratic
republic, in their new view of Man & his Natural
Rights, children do not belong to the Crown but to
their parents and are natural members of their
group.  Born into it as new members.
 Thus the difference between subjects and citi-
zens was that citizens did not belong to the govern-
ment but the government belonged to them.  They
were its sovereigns, -it was not theirs -except to the
degree that they allowed by written statute.
 They were members of the American family by
the same principle by which one is a member of
their own family (or clan or tribe or country).
Where exit from the womb occurred was irrelevant.

 Those who came after the founders were raised
in an old system that was still in place,  --a legal
system embodying royal authority benefiting the
Crown, but which was tempered by hard won
human rights secured against the tyrannical arbi-
trary rule of royal despots, -including the Magna
Carts, the Charter of Liberty, the 1628 Petition of
Rights, and the 1689 Bill of Rights.
 But the Americans were denied the rights that
existed in England, and hence the revolution was
necessary.  But the overthrow of British rule did not
include the overthrow of the ingrained British mind-
set.
 It continued on unabated.  It continued to flour-
ish because of all of the good that it had brought to
the cause of human rights.  But, embraced as a tiny
part of its whole, was the ingrained poison of the
doctrine of royal prerogative to claim all souls born
within the King’s domain.

 Someone said that Satan will use a lake of
truth to hide a pint of poison.  Well, the lake of
liberty hides a pint of tyranny, and those jurists,
barristers, attorneys educated in the handed-
down law from England had gotten their unavoid-
able dose of poison without ever realizing it.
 They didn’t realize it because there were no
American institutes which they would have
attended to receive instruction in the fundamen-
tal values of the free American republic’s doc-
trines of Natural Rights.
 The teachers of young Americans were very
august, sober, respectable authorities on the
British system of law.  When people of such
character teach young minds, their indoctrination
into the system of which they are a part, -knowing
no other, is planted into and grown in the fertile
minds of their students.

 One does not question the knowledge or
wisdom, or correctness of their respectable men-
tors, -especially when they are very powerful
men, -whether good and noble men or men like
Hitler or Lenin or Mao or Mohammed.

 No young student questioned the “rightness”
of what such unquestionable leaders taught.  It
does not follow that what they taught actually
was right in all cases.  In fact, their teachings
were entirely embraced regardless of a tainted
segment of them being entirely wrong.
 Just consider the followers of al Qaeda and
Jihad against the West.  They are taught by
mentors who carry a great deal of authority and
respect.  Something would have to be fundamen-
tally wrong with the universe for such men to be
wrong, -which from their personal view is incon-
ceivable.  Thus the indoctrination, the dogma, the
divine orders and dictates must be embraced
and followed.  After all, they are “the will of God”.



 Well, I have it on good authority (experience)
that there is in fact something fundamentally
wrong with the universe, but no one realizes what
it is because that would require re-wiring their
brains, -and most brains aren’t up for that.

 Jesus related that evangelizing the new mes-
sage of the Kingdom of God to minds already
firmly indoctrinated with the old would not work,
-comparing it to putting new wine into old wine-
skins which could not handle the fermentation
pressure and would therefore burst.

 For most minds, once deep grooves of ideas,
doctrines, and priorities are carved into them and
hardened, they cannot be remolded.  That was the
problem that Moses faced after bringing the
Hebrew people out of Egypt.  They were all Egyp-
tians by culture and thinking and had been so for
centuries.  They were not the people of God who
were destined to form a new and unique nation
and religion based on devotion to a single creator
Deity who was Holy and highly moral.
 If they had been allowed to invade and con-
quer the land of evil-god worshipping pagans in
Palestine, then they would have just fashioned for
themselves a new Egypt with its pagan gods,
theology and rituals.
 To avoid that, they were condemned to spend
40 years in the wilderness until the older genera-
tions died off.  They could not be fixed.  Set in their
ways.
 So it was and is with authorities who had been
taught by authorities who based their teaching on
what they had been taught in a system that the
patriots had overthrown.  A major element of that
system was the King’s prerogative to claim as his
own the children of foreigners simply because
they entered the world within his dominion.

 What does such a system have to do with the
natural pattern of life, -with natural membership by
blood?  How could anyone with an open, unindoc-
trinated mind mistake the meaning of the word
“natural” for the meaning of the word “native”?
Would George Custer Jr. be not only a “native” of
the Sioux nation but also a natural member?
Pulling the cover off of the issue of the origins of
citizenship reveals that it is not the simplistic
“native-born or alien” dichotomy that it is thought-
lessly portrayed as.

~     ~     ~
From the Wong Kim Ark 14th Amendment case:

    “In U. S. v. Rhodes (1866), Mr. Justice Swayne,
sitting in the circuit court, said: 'All persons born
in the allegiance of the king are natural-born sub-
jects, and all persons born in the allegiance of the
United States are natural-born citizens.
 Birth and allegiance go together.  Such is the
rule of the common law, and it is the common law
of this country, as well as of England.' 'We find no
warrant for the opinion [169 U.S. 649, 663] that
this great principle of the common law has ever
been changed in the United States. It was always
retained here with the same vigor, -and subject
only to the same exceptions, since as before the
Revolution.' 1 Abb. (U. S.) 28, 40, 41, Fed. Cas.
No. 16,151." [emphasis added]

Wow!  Talk about getting everything wrong!  His
words are rife with a raging amount of ambiguity
and lack of definition, e.g.:  1. Who gets to decide
who is “born in the allegiance of the King”?  The
king?  2. “birth”;  -does that refer to the event of
birth, the place of birth or the organic origin of
birth?  No clue.
3.  “born in the allegiance of the United States”
What does that mean and what exactly is



“allegiance” in the context of a free and democratic
REPUBLIC?   What is it and how is one born in it?
Is it loyalty to the President?  -to the Congress?
to the central government?  -to the Union of the
sovereign States? -to one’s own homeland (the
State of their birth)?  -or to the Constitution?

 Is one born in it by being born of one who is in
it? Or by merely being born within the borders of
the State in which one was born a citizen?  How is
such allegiance to be demonstrated?  No clue.
But Congress knew because they passed the Civil
Rights Act of 1866 that same year, and in it they
declared that all persons born in the United States
and not subject to any foreign power were citizens
of the United States.
 That excluded all children of aliens since they
were born subject, -like their father whom they
took after, to his foreign king. They owed the
United States no allegiance regardless of where
they were born, -here or in their alien-father’s
homeland.

 “Such is the rule of the common law, and it is
the common law of this country, as well as of
England”
 On July 4th 1776, the dominance of British
common law came to an end.  From then onward,
it had no force other than what judges and Con-
gresses of the States gave to it as circumstances
required before positive laws were passed and
statutes established.
 The Congress of the United States never
established British common law as the law of the
land other than by copying bits of it into its legisla-
tion.  Same with the Constitutions of the States
and the nation.

 [With emphasis added:]  “We [the editorial
“we”, -inflating his authority] find no warrant for

the opinion that this great principle of the common
law has ever been changed in the United States.”

    What ignorant foolishness!  It was not an opinion
that fundamental things changed dramatically on
July 4th, 1776, -it was a FACT!  The very founda-
tion of national [British] membership was abol-
ished.
 Membership in the aggregate nation was from
thence forth founded on Natural Law and not the
King’s law.  Also, the common law doctrine of
national membership violated Natural Law and
thus was not “great”, -nor was it a “principle”.

 It was an arbitrary, self-serving doctrine forci-
bly imposed by top-down human mandate.  It had
absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with any nat-
ural principle.  Principles are only derived from
Natural Law, -not from human contrivance.

 He diminished his intellectual respectability by
referring to a doctrine as being a principle.  At the
time it was accepted doctrine that women were
inferior members of the nation and Negroes were
unworthy of citizenship.  Were those doctrines
principles?   I rest my case.
 But he was right about one thing, he could find
no evidence that the fundamental principle of
national membership had changed, because it
had changed covertly, -not overtly.

 Understand that in England, English nationali-
ty came to be publicly ascribed based on symp-
toms rather than open acknowledgement of
underlying natural law.  With the monarchy being
a totally permanent fixture of the nation, men could
assert that one belonged to the nation because
they were a subject of his majesty.  But they
became oblivious in time to the underlying truth of
the matter.



 Before such a focus developed, for a thousand
years men were Englishmen because they were
born of Englishmen.  Just as Vikings were Vikings,
no matter where in the wide world they were born
during their vast travels, (from the middle-East,
Russia, to America) because they were born of
Vikings, -with Viking blood, -not because they were
born as property of some Viking god-king.

 When the English focus was shifted to the
Crown and the obedience its subjects owed it,
one’s English nationality was defined by the symp-
tom of English-birth to an obedient English father
without distinguishing which of those two factors
was the determinative one.  Both were settled on as
co-determinative, because that allowed alien-born
children to be considered to be English.

 But what of English-born children?  Had any-
thing actually changed in regard to them?  Of
course not.  They were some 98% of all children
and were members of the nation by blood inheri-
tance.  But in order to blend them all together into a
nice stew of equality -the English-born and the
alien-born were no longer distinguished based on
recognition of parentage, -even though it was the
true determinant of who was a natural Englishman,
(-not merely a subject of the king) and a natural
native of the nation itself.

~     ~     ~
 Impressions of reality may turn out to be like
mirages; mis-impressions of reality, -and all those
judges were seeing was a mirage presenting itself
in their minds as U.S. law when it was actually
anti-American and not United States law at all.

~     ~     ~
“Therefore every person born within the United

States, its territories or districts, whether the parents
are CITIZENS or aliens, is a natural born citizen in

the sense of the Constitution, and entitled to all the
rights and privileges appertaining to that capaci-
ty.” [meaning eligibility to be President]
William Rawle, A View of the Constitution of the
United States, pg. 86 (1829)

 Why is native-birth not accompanied by any
mention of being subject to American authority,
-or mention of those who were not, -like Indians,
slaves, Gypsies, or American-born children of
foreign representatives and visitors?  Instead we
get “every person”.
 So if Osama bin Laden (or King George III)
had a child born in the U.S., and raised it to be a
fervent Jihadi (or monarchist), it could one day
run for and be elected to the presidency of the
United States?  Gee, the Founding Fathers and
Framers of the Constitution must have been on
crack when they wrote the words that would allow
that.

 But in fact, they never wrote any such words
because the word “natural” is not interchangeable
with the word “native”, (even though some dic-
tionaries do just that in some usages) and “native-
born citizen” is not interchangeable with “natural
born citizen” because one follows Natural Law
while the other follows the dictate of human dicta-
tors.
 Bear in mind the meaning of the word
“pontification”.  It often involves making claims
unsupported by anything.  None of the quoted
statements shared here, and many more like
them, are accompanied by any form of historical
proof.  They are just the echoing of echoes of
beliefs of men who were once a part of a great but
rejected unjust foreign empire, and never got past
the programming that it inculcated into their
minds.



 They were the American Egyptians who domi-
nated the younger generations and indoctrinated
them into Egyptian thinking and mythology, i.e.,
-an unnatural philosophy of citizenship.
 That author, William Rawle, was a native-born
Virginian, indoctrinated from childhood into the
philosophy of jus soli (or soil-based) citizenship
totally replacing natural jus sanguinis (or blood-
based) citizenship.
 Those who wrote the first laws in the colonies
that allowed alien immigrants’ children to be
accepted as subjects or citizens did not do so with
the thought that such an allowance for a tiny
minority of their population would one day mistak-
enly be viewed as replacing the eternal natural
basis of natural membership.
 Their only thought was that it was not a fair
thing to stigmatize and discriminate against sons
of immigrants who emigrated other from nations.
The Natural Rights of Man required equality for all
men (i.e. all free-men who happened to be, white,
of European descent, Protestant, and not criminals
or hostiles).    ~     ~     ~

“It requires all senators to be thirty years old,
and prohibits any but a natural born *subject* from
being president.”  “Subject”?  In 1835??  Gee, I
wonder if someone was programmed into British
thinking? State v. Foreman, 16 Tenn. 256, 335–36
(1835).
“and that no person except a natural born *subject*
can be a governor of a State, or President of the
United States.”    The Law Library, Vol. 84, pg. 50
(1854)!!!

“The only *standard* which then existed, of a
natural born citizen, was the rule of the common
law, and no different *standard* has been adopted
since. [no law! just “a standard” that was thorough-
ly British]  Suppose a person should be elected

President who was native born, but of alien par-
ents, could there be any reasonable doubt that he
was eligible under the constitution?  I think not. ”
Lynch vs. Clarke (NY 1844)

 Well, that opinion actually involved not thinking
but simply assuming instead.  A whole lot of peo-
ple who had risen to positions of prominence and
authority were possessed of a whole lot of pre-
sumption which allowed them to confidently pontif-
icate without any substantiation for their view other
than the force of British law lingering at the very
foundation of our free REPUBLIC.
 The founders had pulled those noxious weeds
out by the roots.  But they didn’t adequately verbal-
ize their foundational Natural Rights philosophy to
a degree that could eliminate all confusion and
vestiges of the King’s unnatural system.  Hence it
continued to flourish.

 Note the mention of an existing “standard”
definition of “natural born citizen” being found in
the common law.  Actually, it did not exist in the
common law because CITIZENS did not exist in
the common law, and the two terms are fundamen-
tally different in nature and application.

 Citizens have responsibilities that subjects do
not have since they are responsible for their own
governance and national defense, while subjects
are dependent on the Crown and under a life-long
“debt” of obedience.
 Also, the Crown allowed them no right of expa-
triation.  But it was a fundamental human right in
the American system, (and all of the national sys-
tems that are its daughters, including that of Cuba)
and no government had a moral right to deny it.

 One had an unalienable right to renounce the
obedience they were born under and assume a



new position in life as a member of a free nation.
No argument of that fact was tolerated in America.

“and no different standard has been adopted since.”
More accurately, no standard has been adopted,
-ever!  That is because none needed to be
“adopted” since the words mean what their normal
English language meaning conveys.
 It is a fundamental error to suppose that those
three words (natural...born...citizen) constitute a
legal “term of art” that requires reference to some
source of origin and definition.  They are not a “term
of art” (which itself is a term of art, -as in artifice) but
are just three normal words like “natural blonde
beauty”, or “first-born son” or “wise old man”.  Do
you need a common law dictionary to understand
what they mean?  Or just an understanding of the
English language?
 Also, its origin in the Constitution was as a
suggestion by John Jay, former president of the
Continental Congress, who admonished General
George Washington to allow none but a natural
born citizen to occupy the Command in Chief posi-
tion over the United States military.  But he under-
lined the word “born” implying that it had a special
importance.
  That fact implies that the three words have individ-
ual meaning and not a term-of-art unitarian mean-
ing.  I’ve explain that subject a hundred different
ways already and won’t belabor it further.

“Suppose a person should be elected President
who was native born, but of alien parents,"
[that was hypothetical then, and never happened
openly in U.S. history until the election of the alien-
born B.H. Obama –if you assume he was native-
born]
"-could there be any reasonable doubt that he was
eligible under the constitution? I think not. ”

Lack of doubt never made anyone’s beliefs valid.
No one doubted that the earth was flat and it was
possible to sail off the edge.  A million other
similar examples could be given besides.  But to
pontificate that no doubt could be reasonable was
the height of over-confidence and over-program-
ming in the British manner of thinking.

 Understand something about human nature,
-a flaw that goes unrecognized.  It is that people
like what they say to have a ring of weighty
authority, -thereby lending a hand to its accep-
tance, force, and appearance of validity and cer-
tainty.  That is done by the addition of superfluous
adjectives or adverbs.  That isn’t a bad thing
unless it actually changes the meaning of what is
being pontificated.
 But when rooster-ing verbal puffery makes an
over-looked but significant difference, it is a trav-
esty of communication when that alters the per-
ception of reality, and  results in a falsehood being
adopted and perpetuated as being accurate and
true.  Such has been what occurred with the use
of the word “subject”.
 In arguing a case asserting that so-and-so
was born as a subject of England and thus was
eligible for inheritance rights upon the death of a
British relative, resorting to phrase-inflation was a
temptation that many a barrister did not resist.
Thus the claim that one was simply a subject
(though alien-born) devolved to employing the
fuller and more weighty label of “natural-born
subject”.
 That practice continued in America but with
the substitution of calling one “a natural-born
citizen” (or “natural-born subject”) of a State,
when by being alien-born one was (or wasn’t,
-depending on the year) simply: “a citizen of the
United States” by national policy based on the



14th Amendment as interpreted by the Supreme
Court, -with their citizenship having nothing what-
soever to do with natural born citizenship.
 You will see that puffery and error all over the
landscape of American citizenship commentary.  It
in fact became a form of “institutionalized error”.
 As the term suggests, bureaucracies, systems,
and traditions can be infused with unremovable
errors.  Like a heart stent surgically implanted in
one’s chest, or dental implants in one’s mouth,
removal isn’t much of an option.  But just because
it is present and integrated into the system does
not make it natural or correct.

 It remains artificial, just as artificial citizenship
will always results from citizenship by law for chil-
dren of aliens who have no natural right to national
membership since they are not natural members.
Just ask all the Palestinians born in Lebanon why
they are not Lebanese.  It is because they are not
Lebanese by blood.  The fact that they are also not
Lebanese by law should speak volumes to all
about the nature of legal citizenship.
 It is not by right but by mercy.  It is not by blood
but by borders.  It is not by Life but by Law.  So
anytime you read a statement that inflates simple
legal citizen(ship) or subject(ship) with the added
puffery of “natural born”, you know the words were
probably spoken as pontification and not neces-
sarily truth.

 Their addition is like putting a squash inside a
pillow during a pillow fight.  It adds weight and
substance, but unfairly.  The squash does not
belong, just as “natural born” does not belong
when discussing the citizenship of the alien-born.
There is nothing natural about it.  Adding those
words is like gold-plating an inexpensive piece of
metal jewelry.

“The right of citizenship never descends in the
legal sense, either by the common law or under the
common naturalization acts. It is incident to birth
in the country, or it is given personally by statute.
The child of an alien, if born in the country, is as
much a citizen as the natural born child of a citizen,
and by operation of the same principle…. But the
law of France rejects the principle [the doctrine] of
the English law, and of our own laws, that birth
within the limits and jurisdiction of France, makes
a Frenchman, or a natural-born citizen or subject of
France, absolutely,…”
Horace Binney, American Law Register, 2
Amer.Law Reg.193, 203, 204, 206, 208 (February
1854).  [quoted in the Wong Kim Ark decision of
the Supreme Court in 1898]

 That statement is like a minefield of errors,
-beginning with its first statement.  He made the
mistake of adding the puffery of “The right of”.
National membership has its source either as an
unalienable right or as a legal gift.  Unalienable
RIGHTS are not given by government (it’s govern-
ment that obtains its rights from the governed) and
are not incident to an arbitrary factor such a birth
location but are elemental to existence itself.

 They are not delineated in the law, -including
the right of national membership in the group to
which one’s parents belong, -along with others
such as the right to belong to them and not to the
government, -and their right to own their own child.
Where are those rights in the law?  Nowhere,
because rights that are fundamental and univer-
sally incontestable do not need to be codified into
written law.  They are the understood foundation of
civilization and free republics.
 It is true that the natural right of citizenship
does not descend “in a legal sense”, -considering



there is no law that declares it to be so.  That’s
because governments are not in the business of
stating the obvious.  What is universally agreed
to need not even be put into writing.  And it
wasn’t put into writing for the 98% of Americans
born of Americans.  It was “a given”.
 He was wrong about citizenship by descent
not being legally recognized for children of natu-
ralized foreign fathers.  But the recognition was
unrecognizable due to the absence of any eluci-
dation regarding the operating principle behind
the recognition of their citizenship.
 From the beginning, naturalization acts rec-
ognized the U.S. citizenship of children of natu-
ralized men.  But Binney, -indoctrinated into
thinking grounded in the British system and not
American principles, assumed that their citizen-
ship was bestowed via the operation of an enact-
ed statute making it so.  That was not what was
behind their citizenship.
 Under American principles, they could not
have a citizenship different from their father’s
because he was the determinant, the source and
fountain of their nationality.  Whatever he was,
so were they as his issue, -his reflection, his
replication and continuation.  The naturalization
acts merely recognized that natural law reality
and stated for the record the resultant fact that
they also were U.S. citizens (through him,
through his new citizenship) by blood connec-
tion, -by descent.
“[Citizenship] is incident to birth in the country,”.
No, it…is…not!  Unless someone died and made
borders God, then it is merely co-incident.
Although almost everyone (percentage wise)
who is an American citizen was born in the
United States, that does not mean that that fact
is anything other than coincidental to the real

source of their national membership, which is
their unalienable right of belonging to their par-
ents and the nation of which they are members.

 It is a gigantic error perpetrated by both sides
of the natural born citizenship debate to assert
that the contest is between two competing doc-
trines of citizenship.  Rather it is a kind of war of
minds over the very nature of human life.  Over
whether humans own the governments that
serve them or the governments own the people
who serve them.  Over whether all life forms
naturally belong to their own kind or whether
humans are one except who instead belong to
the government which has the right to assign
them the membership of its choosing based on
its arbitrary choices (like boundary lines).

 If humans possess inviolable and unalien-
able human rights then it cannot be argued that
that is so except with the one exception of who
they belong to,  -decided by government assign-
ment or by nature based on their own family,
people, country and nation by their natural right
of belonging and inclusion.

 If people do not have a natural right of
belonging, -of membership by blood connection,
by inheritance, by descent, by birthright, then
citizenship by borders makes perfect sense.  But
if they truly are free and their rights in life are
unalienable and natural, then such a means of
nationality assignment is insane because it
makes government and its arbitrary choices god.

 If one’s parents were among the 1-3 percent
or so who were aliens, then birth in the country
is not optional to citizenship.  It is absolutely vital
and necessary.  But it is irrelevant if one’s foreign



parents were not subject to the full political
authority of the American government by being
foreign representatives or foreign guests.
 Their native-born children are not covered by
the 14th Amendment, although that is unrecog-
nized by the legal establishment, and has been
so for well over a century, (-a major, gigantic
institutionalized error extant since 1898).

 Realize that no institutionalized error is per-
ceived as being an error, -other than the govern-
ment calling Native Americans “Indians” (as if
from India).
Speaking of which, just imagine the breadth of
that error.  Even the Natives themselves use that
term because it is totally ingrained in American
culture, and has been in use for over 500 years.
But does that somehow make it correct?  No, it is
wrong regardless. Columbus didn’t know that.  He
just did what people always do, and assumed that
his assumption was correct, -thereby forever mis-
labeling them as people of India.

 Ingrained errors dominate the national land-
scape.  We shouldn’t be too surprised since we
like simple answers and don’t want to spend the
time in researching and contemplating nuanced
answers (my readers excepted).   : )

 Under the thinking with which Binney was
brain-washed, Americans have all of the unalien-
able rights of free people except one; -the right to
belong to the people to whom one was born.  That
is not viewed as a natural right but instead is
viewed as an assignment of government accord-
ing to its arbitrary prerogative, -which it chooses
to be the factor of the artificial boundaries within
which one was born, -not those to whom one was
born, -they being the family, society, and country
into which one emerged as a new member.

 “ ‘Allegiance’: It is natural, acquired, or local.
Natural allegiance is such as is due from all
men born within the United States; acquired
allegiance is that which is due by a naturalized
citizen. It has never been decided whether a
citizen can, by expatriation, divest himself abso-
lutely of that character.    Bouvier Law Diction-
ary (1843)

 Now think about it.  Why has it “never been
decided”?  Because no one was teaching the
principle of Natural Law regarding the origin of
citizenship and what was underlying it.  If they
were, they would be crystal clear that allegiance
is one’s to give or not give.  It is a natural right
of all individuals.  It is a fundamental principle of
American values and has been held high since
before the Revolution.  Without it, there would
have been no revolution.
 The possession of a national character is
via birth, but also via adult choice, -passive
possession or by actively opting out and choos-
ing another nationality which no government is
required to give because no foreigner is a
“natural member” of any society unless raised
in it, -but even that does not make one a natural
citizen of a nation because citizenship is more
than membership.  It involves responsibilities,
not just rights and privileges and protections.

 By natural right, everyone is free to change
who they are because that is a natural freedom.
In young America it was considered an incon-
testable right to be anyone you wanted to be
simply by adopting any name and identify of
your choosing.  Now that’s freedom!
 Americans do everything they can to divest
foreigners of all foreign allegiance via taking
the solemn Oath of Allegiance & Renunciation.



They thereby start life anew as newly born American citizens
owing allegiance to no monarch, potentate, state, or power.
They are divorced and remarried in a matter of seconds, -by the
power of their vow.  A life-altering change.  They then have
become new “natural” American citizens by having been natural-
ized.  Natural citizens can be President but only if they were
born as natural citizens.

 If they happen to meet their former king, they have every
reason to not bow to him because they are now his equal.  They
are Americans and the Americans recognize no sovereignty
superior to their own.  [with one exception; -the revolutionary
war cry of “No King but Jesus!”]
 The Americans paid reverence to a heavenly kingdom and
the spiritual values that were the basis of their lives.  They
expressed that honor for Nature and Nature’s God in the Decla-
ration of Independence.  All of the misconceptions over the
centuries are not preeminent over the values and principles on
which the new nation was founded, but their volume does bury
them and make them invisible to those who only see the super-
ficial, -and assume that it not only is all that matters but is all that
there is.
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